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Glasgow was the location of the 12th Quo Vadis Conference, the annual gathering of windfarm owners and operators, hosted by Sigrid and Kevin Donovan of WRS GmbH Windpower Renewable Solutions

QUO VADIS CONFERENCE AND SPEAKERS
Welcome and introduction – Sigi Donovan from WRS GmbH Windpower Renewable Solutions, acting Chair for the day welcomed all present, explained why we were assembled and congratulated everyone for making it safely (the weather was atrocious, thanks to Storm Ali, with flights and rail travel in disarray). Although Kevin was available to assist if required, Sigrid led the way. (For information Kevin is making a concerted effort to retire so that he can get his Golf Handicap down – so far he is succeeding!)

Sigrid then introduced the first speaker – Huw Smallwood, Director at Tegni who explained the principles in the correct use of concrete within the industry and explained: “Treated correctly, concrete is a dream to work with, but if simple rules are not followed it can easily become a nightmare.”

We were then treated to various presentations from leaders in their field of expertise which proved to be interesting, informative and above all professionally delivered with the right amount of appropriate humour.
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